Single collector attachment efficiency of colloid capture by a cylindrical collector in laminar overland flow.
Little research has been conducted to investigate the fate and transport of colloids in shallow overland flow through dense vegetation under unfavorable chemical conditions. In this work, the single collector attachment efficiency (α) of colloid capture by a simulated plant stem (i.e., cylindrical collector) in laminar overland flow was measured directly in laboratory flow chamber experiments. Fluorescent microspheres of two sizes were used as experimental colloids. The colloid suspensions flowed toward a glass cylindrical rod installed in a small size flow channel at different laminar flow rates. Different solution ionic strengths (IS) were used in the experiments to simulate unfavorable attachment conditions. Our results showed that α increased with IS and decreased with flow velocity. Existing theoretical and empirical models of colloid attachment efficiency for porous media were used to simulate the experimental measurements in α and found to fall short in matching the experimental data. A new dimensionless (regression) equation was proposed that predicts the α of colloid capture by a cylindrical collector in laminar overland flow with reasonable accuracy. In addition, the equation was also effective in predicting the attachment efficiency of colloid deposition in porous media.